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THe BG news

Bowling Green. Ohio
Wednesday. January

6, 1971

Volume 55 Number 62

Nixon requests bill
to bar vital strikes

An editorial

Save The News
Despite all the discussion, legal side-stepping and industrial image-polishing associated with the nation's new
found awareness of the environmental situation, one
outstanding problem lies at the bottom of the mess.
That is, how can the individual consumer help save his
environment when the reality of modern living in this
industrial society makes it impractical if not impossible
for him to avoid polluting in his daily life?
Consumers will not, and cannot be expected, to canvass
a town in the hunt for increasingly scarce products in
returnable containers. Not in "the disposable age."
So it's up against the wall, citizenry, and buy tin, plastic
and cardboard so you can eat to live, and pollute.
But we believe that if given the chance, people will
make an effort in their daily lives to help preserve the
quality of their world.
As a sheer fact of its existence, this newspaper has been
a major contributor to pollution in the local physical environment.
With each day of publication, most of the 12,500 copies
of the edition are buried or go up in smoke. That's about
62,500 copies per week, which is a lot of paper according to
anybody's arithmetic.
These tons of paper, with your help, need not dirty the
air or be bulldozed into a landfill.
Throughout this academic quarter, we ask you to save
your daily copy of the News. Box them, sack them, or
simply make a neat stack in an out-of-the-way corner
where you live. A quarter's output of the News won't be,
for most, an unmanageable burden.
* At the end of the quarter, we will ask that students
bring their collection to a centrally-located point on
campus. There, The News staff will pitch them on a truck,
and they'll be hauled away to be re-manufactured into
other products.
This is not a paper drive in the regular sense. For this
project to succeed, a lot of students will have to do two
things-diligently save their copies of the News, and carry
them to a truck parked in mid-campus on collection day.
Admittedly, we propose a mirnjte attack on a massive
problem. But the effort must be made.
Right now we are slowly, steadily poisoning ourselves
by the styleof life we lead. And readers, if you don't care
enough to do what you can, you deserve It.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon
will press vigorously for early enactment
of a law to prevent emergency strikes
such as the still-threatening nation-wide
railroad walkout, his labor secretary
said yesterday.
"Such strikes become something like
an industrial H-bomb," said Secretary of
Labor J. D. Hodgson in announcing the
White House is putting top priority on the
first new antistrike legislation since the
Taft-Hartley Act a quarter century ago.
"They cause hardship, mass inconvenience, danger and a threat to the
nation's health and safety," Hedgson told
newsmen.
"Decisions are going to be required of
the nation whether we will enact a
realistic law to deal with national
emergency disputes in the transportation
industry or limp through repeated arises
with a worn-out crutch," Hodgson said.
CONGRESS HALTED a 24-hour
nationwide rail strike Dec. 10, imposing a
partial 13.S per cent pay hike for some
500,000 workers involved. But the special
law expires March 1 and the strike could
resume if theie is no settlement.
Key congressional committee
chairmen told the Associated Press three
weeks ago hearings will be held early
this year on emergency strike
legislation.
Hodgson said Nixon will resubmit a
strike law proposal similar to the one
that languished in Congress last year.
That proposal would have junked the 45year-old Railway Labor Act which now
covers rail and airline disputes and

replaced it with one covering all transportation strikes.
The earlier Nixon bill would have
given the White House several options
including the power to order strike
delays of up to 110 days instead of the
current 90 days, to permit partial
striking of a major industry, or to appoint
a neutral board to choose either

management's or labor's final contract
proposal as a binding settlement.
Hodgson said Nixon's new bill will be
much Uke the earlier one.
BOTH
RAIL
LABOR
and
management opposed the initial Nixon
proposal, and Hodgson said "I doubt if
we can get something both sides will

Senate attacks
calendar proposal
ByKathyFraie
Issue Editor
The recently approved academic
calendar for 1971-72 came under heavy
fire at a Faculty Senate meeting
yesterday afternoon.
The Senate voted to ask Academic
Council to reconsider the new calendar,
which splits winter quarter into a twoweek and an eight-week session.
The resolution also recommended
retention of the present form of academic
year.
Under the new calendar, fall quarter
classes would begin Monday, Sept. 13.

about a week and a half earlier than in
the past. Final examinations would be
held the week before Thanksgiving.
WINTER QUARTER is scheduled to
begin Wednesday, December 1 and would
be broken up by a two-week Christmas
vacation to be held from Dec. 18 until
Jan. 5. Final exams would be held from
Fed. 28 to March 2.
Spring quarter would begin March 13,
with final examinations held the week of
May 22.
Schedule for the summer session is
June 12-July 18, first term, and July 20August 25, second term.

Grand jury continues
probe of burglaries
The Wood County grand jury today is
continuing its investigation into last
year's series of burglaries involving
Bowling Green city police officers.
Three policemen and an auxiliary
officer have already pleaded quilty to
charges stemming from the thefts and a
second auxiliary is awaiting trial.
County Prosecutor Dan Spitler said he
could not comment on the possibility of
more arrests, but said if any Indictments
are returned they would be announced
today when the grand jury ends its
session.
City police officer Thomas Woodbury
and auxiliary James Falls entered guilty
pleas Monday in Common PLeas Court to
one charge each of breaking and entering.
Ronald Woodbury, brother to
Thomas, pleaded guilty to one count of
concealing stolen property.
All three were referred to the
probation officer for pre-sentence in-

Uke."
Hodgson said Nixon will put high
priority also on a reintroduced version of
his family-assistance plan of welfare
reform to put a $1,600 floor under the
annual income of an indigent urban
family of four.
It will be revised to meet some of the
objections that bogged it down.

vestigation.

followed more stringently than before."

THE CHARGES were only a part of
multiple-indictments returned against
the three officers and auxiliary Howard
Laahuay after their arrest in September.
The trial Monday dealt only with the
theft of merchandise from the American
Lincoln Corp. on Haskins Rd.
Lashuay is awaiting a court appearance on a charge of breaking and
entering.
Mayor F. Gus Skibbie accepted the
resignations of both the Woodbury's from
the police department last
week.
Auxiliaries Lashuay and Falls were
dismissed from the force after their
arrests.
The mayor said the two vacant spots
in the regular police force, as well as
three additional positions created by City
Council last fall, could be filled by the end
of the month.
He said routine investigations into the
backgrounds of new men are now "being

THE FIVE APPOINTMENTS would
raise the size of the department to 19
officers.
He said the police department had
been operating below full strength since
September because the Woodbury's
were under suspension and could not be
replaced until they resigned or were
found guilty.
Skibbie also said he had asked retired
Toledo police Chief Anthony Bosch last
week to do a complete study of Bowling
Green's police department.
"It's for the general and overall
improvement of the department,"
Skibbie said, "not merely for checking on
the honesty of the patrolmen."
"It's unfortunate that people judge an
entire group by the actions of only a few
persons," he added. "I couldn't say the
morale on the department is very good
right now."

The main objection to the new
schedule was that it would "introduce an
academically unfortunate split in the
winter quarter."
Student Body president Roger Coate
explained that the new calendar had been
formulated to give students a better
chance of obtaining summer jobs.
IN OTHER ACTION, the Senate
unanimously approved a seven part
report questioning the validity of House
BUI 1219.
The report, compiled by the Senate
committee on faculty personnel and
conciliation, condemned the bill on the
following points:
1) The bill provedes for a student or
faculty member to be suspended without
a hearing, thus assuming "a person la
guilty until proven innocent."
2) It hinders the right to peaceably
assemble, which is guaranteed by the
Constitution.
3) It does not clearly define the terms
"inciting to riot" and "campus disruption."
4) Because the student or faculty
member's case would be heard by a
lawyer appointed by the Regents rather
than an elected official, the defendant
could possibly be denied due process of
law.
5) Contrary to standards approved by
the American Association of University
Professors, the appointed referee may
bar any persons from the hearing whose
"presence is not essential."
6) The bill does not provide restitution
of lost salary or tuition in the case of a
person suspended by a referee but later
acquitted on appeal.
7) It grants preferential treatment to
civil service personnel by providing for
restitution of lost salary in case of
acquittal.
The Senate also voted to urge the
Senate Executive Committee to
cooperate fully with any persons in Ohio
analyzing House Bill 1219.
This
cooperation would be undertaken with a
view to repealing the controversial
Campus Riot Act.
The Senate also adopted a new
statement on academic honesty.
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cross currents
0

the year 1970
As most years, 1970 proved to be one of both disaster
and discovery.
Financially it was the worst year In decades for both
rail Industries and airlines. Three railroads, most notably
the Penn Central, plunged to bankruptcy. The 12 major
domestic airlines, plus Pan American lost at least $120
million.
Labor strikes such as the two-month long General
Motors walk-out plagued the nation. And agriculture, the
nation's most Important Industry, suffered a drop in total
net farm incomes.
In 1970, America saw stock market prices plummet
with startling sharpness, and unemployment reached a ten
year high. The cost of living increased six per cent
throughout the year, and the Vietnam war continued to
rage. The domestic scene became a tlnderbox of unrest
and protest which was repeatedly set aflame by bombings,
teargassings and deaths on college campuses.
But It was also in 1970 that ecology awareness became
widespread.
Pollution control progess, nation-wide,
turned strongly to action and results. Earth Day, April 22,
the national day of observance for environmental
problems, helped to encourage public awareness of the
issues.
And that's about It on the good side.
The News tried compiling a balance of the good and
bad, but the only things that came to mind somewhat to
off-set the unfortunate happenings were the peaceful
candlelight march on campus last spring, beer on campus
and the fact that James A. Rhodes will step down from the
governor's seat.
No, 1970 will probably never be considered as a year of
prosperity and progress. We can only look to the future.
The prospects for 1971 show that the economy should
shape up, and the United States Gross National Product
should reach the $1 trillion mark. The chairman of the
President's Council of Economic advisers, Paul W. McCracken.said that unemployment would be "substantially
lower" by next Christmas. And the cost of living is expected to Increase four per cent, rather than six, next year.
Only time will tell.

18 year old vote
At least 11.4mlllion persons between the ages of 18 and 21
will be eligible to vote in the presidential and
congressional elections.
Th*yi8-y«*r.old-vott is th» result of a December 21
Supreme Court ruling and an act of Congress that finally
answered the "if we can fight, we can vote" logic expressed by young Americans for the past five years.
The News recognizes the act is overdue and should be
considered as an adult right rather than a youth privilege.
Despite the decision's restrictions, and retarding pace,
the act opens a door, and energy used In criticizing it's
expediency should be channeled in other directions.
For Instance, many political observers believe the 18year-old vote will not make a profound change in the
voting habits of the nation. The Census Bureau has Indicated that younger people tend to register and vote In
lower proportion than do older people.
But, now that the 18-year-olds have gained their right to
vote, the new voters cannot lie back and reminisce about
those days when Board of Elections picketing was popular.
The should register and vote despite those unhappy
Census Bureau reports.
The act ruled unconstitutional an attempt by Congress
to lower the voting age to 18 In state and local elections.
This restriction is an adequate reminder to all of us that we
seemingly always have to fight for our national right first,
then our state rights, then our local rights.
Despite the fact all the states except California treat 18year-olds as adults In the Important matter of criminal
responsibility, and even though every state permits 18year-olds to marry, and some 39 states do not require
parental consent for such persons of one or both sexes, the
U. S. Supreme Court declared the new vote for national
elections only.
So, five years from now when the proposed act of the 18year-old vote in state and local elections reaches the floor
of Congress, someone is going to ask why this wasn't taken
care of before. And all we can say is that it should have
been.

past, present Christian thought
By FT. Richard Wurzel
Fr. James Trantweln
(Editor's Note - The following column if
the lint of a series to be presented by the
Campui Chriitlan Clergy throughout the
quarter. Iti goal Is to create a "continuing exchange of viewpoints with oar
colleagues, both Christian and others, In
the University community."
Your
comments on this column and others in
the series are welcomed.)
Do you believe the powers of government are Invalid if they contravene the
basic values observed in the natural
world? Do you believe that the rights of
any man are so fundamental that no
other man may control them by slavery
or "involuntary servitude"?
Do you believe that political and
economic forces are common property,
so that no individual or group may
control them without consent of other
persons who are free and equal members
of such a commonwealth?
Do you believe that the basic truths of
the natural order can be discerned by
consistent observation so that deductions
from such observation are to be accepted
by rational men as evidence of truth?
If you believe these things, you may
find yourselves In Interesting company:
St. Thomas Aquinas taught that
sovereignty is subject to the natural law.
The English evangelicals held such
beliefs about freedom that they were
brought to the abolition of slavery.
A 13th century Archbishop, Stephen
Langton, made explicit, in the MAGNA
CARTA, a concept of shared sovereignty
which is the cornerstone of western
parliamentary liberty. Gregor Mendel, a
central European monk, based his
biological teachings on the last of the
points noted above and brought other
Christian scholars to recognize the truth
of his discoveries.
In today's intellectual climate, one
seldom calls upon Christian clergy or
scholars as witnesses to the sciences, or
politics, to philosophy or natural rights.
It may therefore be healthy for
Christians in a State University to point
out that these fundamental principles, on
which contemporary hopes for freedom
and human integrity are based, are
themselves the product of the JudaeoChristlan community.
Its traditions, its internal struggle and
the fruits of such struggle are the value
system of our western and democratic
world.
This Inheritance is only now being
rediscovered. As late as the 1930's, it was
still possible for a Christian philosopher
and social thinker (William Temple,
Archbishop of Canterbury) to write:
"The claim of the Christian Church to
make its voice heard in matters of

politics and economics is very widely
resented, even by those who are
Christian in personal belief and In
devotional practice. . Few people read
much history. In an age when it is tacitly
assumed that the Church is concerned
with another world than this, and in this
with nothing but individual conduct at
bearing on prospects in that other world,
hardly any one reads the history of the
Church in its exercise in political influence.
It is assumed that the Church exercises little influence and ought to exercise none; it is further assumed that this
assumption is self-evident and has
always been made by reasonable men.
As a matter of fact It is entirely modern
and extremely questionable."
We began this article with reference
to some fruits of past Christian thinking.
This thinking still goes on. Christians
who abolished slavery are now concerned with the moral weight of slavery's
residue in our society.
Christians who learned from men like
Mendel to see the hand of God in the

beauty of the natural world are horrified
today to see that world stained and
wasted by the pollution of a postindustrial society.
Christians once developed in the
darkness of barbarism, after the collapse
of "law and order" when the Roman
empire fell, a new structure to guarantee
the freedoms of particular men; today
they are challenged once agin to meet the
old enemies of blind and brutal force, of
discord, and of violence.
We Christians serve a Christ who
sometimes frightens us by his surprising
preference for the Samaritans and the
pagans outside the recognized boundaries of the Church. If we are witness to
any truth we cannot claim that truth
belongs to us: we do not own it.
We may indeed, and often do,
disagree among ourselves. We therefore

hold that truth is a gift from God Himself
and any man who serves this truth serves
God. The search for the truth is thus an
open thing in which all men have their
part.
We recognize no barrier between the
truth as known to men of aith and truth
discovered by any other means. We want
an open forum in which the experience of
Christian men and women can bring to
bear its own insights on politics, on
sexuality, on foreign policy, on civil
disobedience, or on any other thing.
In such an open forum, we have every
confidence that truth is strong enough to
hold its own ground. We invite our
colleagues, our friends and associates
within the university, to join us in the free
exchange of opinion which opens to all
our minds a brighter understanding of
this truth.

January 6
1961-On this date, Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity sponsored the first annual
Miss BGSU contest. One of the losers In
that first contest, Bonnie Gawronski,
went on to capture the Miss Ohio title in a
later year.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask,
however, that guest columns not
be written in direct response to
any other published editorial
item.
Letters should be a
maximum of 300 words,
typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four
typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the
right to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with
respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address
and phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 106 University Hall.

)ur man hoppe-

congress makes the nation happy
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Unfortunately, at least 500 citizens of
this great land of ours obviously don't
understand what went on in the closing
days of Congress.
A brief recap may be of help to these
500 dazed, distraught and bewildered
Senators and Representatives. Then
again, it may not.
It was on December 18 that
Representative Melville Quidley (DemOhio) introduced a resolution commending a constituent, Mrs. Elmira
Thurn, on her "dedication to the
democratic process as evidenced by her
loyal service as parliamentarian of the
Kiwanis, Ohio, Sorptiniists Club" - not to
mention her $25 contribution to Mr.

CORNUCOPIA
i awMSMtfr **er i«wnn»
>9!oitenMccf2tr—

Quidley's last campaign fund.
The resolution was sent to the House
Committee on Miscellanea where, In the
normal course of events, amendments
were tacked on appropriating $16.3
billion for Social Security increases,
foreign aid and an experimental hogcalling school in the chairman's district.
On the House floor, a fight developed
over
an
amendment
banning
Guatemalan Jumping beans "to protect
our thriving domestic Guatemalan
Jumping bean industry." A compromise
was achieved at last by broadening the
ban to Include Japanese lampreys,
Singapore slings and non-kosher Italian
gefultefish.
The bill was passed by a non-recorded
shouting match and sent to the Senate.
There, Senator Warren Magnuson (DemBoelng) promptly added $280 million for
theSST.
Senator J. W. Fulbright (Ind-Very)
angrily amended the measure to
preclude sending the SST, Mrs. Thurn or
anybody else to Cambodia. Senator
William Proxmire (Trblmkr-Wis) then
knocked out the SST, three Japanese
lampreys and Mrs. Thurn with one hand
tied behind his back.
Pieces of the bill were scraped off the
floor and sent to a Senate-House Conference Committee. There, Representative W. R. Poage (Old-Crusty) insisted
on a provision excluding the hungry from
the food stamp program unless they were
gainfully employed full time.
Meanwhile, Representative Wilbur
Mllls (Im-Possible) said Social Security
increases would have to be put off for
another year because he hadn't finished
reading the bill and his lips were getting
tired.
At this point, President Nixon grimly
warned he might have to veto the
measure as "inflationary," if he could
ever figure out what was in it.
Nettled into activity, the House
speedily approved legislation to free the
Captive Nations and increase postage

allowances of all Congressmen, regardless of race, creed or color.
Southern Senators threatened a
filibuster.
They were thwarted,
however, by that liberal foe of such
undemocratic stalling tactics, Senator
George McGovern, (Dark-Horse), who
launched a filibuster.
It was Mr. Nixon, himself, who solved
the crisis. He said he hoped the next
Congress would pass all the legislation
this Congress had failed to pass and
make it retroactive. No one had ever
thought of this before. The unbearable
pressure was off. The way out was clear.

And so the 91st CongressT alter two
years of labor, finally earned the heartfelt gratitude of the Nation by at last
agreeing unanimously on a proposal - It
agreed to adjourn.
Its only other action In the closing
hours was to adopt by a split voice vote
the resolution commending Mrs. Thurn
for her "dedication to the democratic
process." She was informed of the honor
at her home in Kiwanis last (Sunday)
night.
"I've been reading the papers," said
Mrs. Thurn, before slamming the door,
"and I say the hell with it."
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Mill.
■•w two-year plai
for Ohio Mittrs
A new approach to the
reorganization of the system
of two-year academic centers
in the state has been announced by Dr. John Millett,
chancellor of the Ohio Board
of Regents.
His plan replaces a
proposal for a system of
community and technical
colleges that was presented In
the Regents' tentative Master
Plan for state higher
education released late in
November.
The community and
technical college idea, which
would have disbanded existing
state university branch
centers met sharp opposition
in a number of communities
that were willing to fight to
save their branch campuses.
Now seeking a more
middle-of-the-road position,
Dr. Millett's new plan would
allow the present organization
of university branches and
technical institutes to continue, but these two-year
centers would be expected to
prepare for open admission of
Ohio high school graduates
and to seek full accreditation.
These two conditions are
designed to make the functioning of the various
academic centers more
consistent with other goals
presented by the Master Plan,
but without changing their
administrative structure.
By allowing open admission to the two-year
centers, the Regents hope
state universities with fouryear programs can admit
students selectively, helping
to eliminate overcrowding.
And by having these twoyear centers fully accredited,
students may transfer after
two years into a four-year
university program without
losing credits in the move.
This new proposal will be
formally considered at a
public hearing in Columbus on
January 14.

PhMM ky SIM H.l.ch

POLICE CLOSED IN on four men
carrying armloads of rifles from a target
range in the basement of Hayes Hall Dec.
4.
The men charged with the

4 men face hearings
Four Toledo mean - three
identified as Black Panthers remain behind bars today
after police broke up an attempt Dec. 4 to steal weapons
from the University Rifle Club
range in the basement of
Hayes Hall.
Larry McClellan, 21, and
Alfred Fields, 25, are
scheduled for preliminary

LIFE attempts
to enter hearings
By Damon Beck
Issue Editor
Living In a Finer Environment (LIFE) is trying
again to intervene in the
Atomic Energy Commission
hearings on the Davis-Besse
Nuclear Power Plant.
LIFE was refused permission to Intervene three
weeks ago by the three-man
Safety and licensing Board of
the AEC before the hearings
recessed for the holidays.
As an intervener LIFE
would be allowed to call
witnesses and to cross
examine testimony presented
by other parties In the
hearings.
The group has now submitted a motion asking the
refusal be reconsidered since
the original denial was based
"on a mere technicality."
The board's ground rules
required that anyone seeking
to intervenesubmitpetitions to
the AEC office in Washington
several weeks before the
hearings started.
LIFE did not submit its
formal petition until the
opening day of the hearings on
Nov. a.
Dr. Irwin I. Oster,
professor of biology and advisor to LIFE, said the board
did not directly judge the
value of the petition, but "only
the timeliness."
The new LIFE motion asks
the board to reconsider
because it will find that

Eerope from
$185.00
Roind Trip
Employment
Opportunities
Discounts, Travel
Service, low car hire
rentals for members.
Anglo American
Association
60A, Pyle St.,
Newport, I.W., England

burglary had parked their get-away car
east of Hayes Hall in an entrance drive
off Ridge St.

"LIFE had good cause for its
failure to file the petition on
time and also has novel important issues to raise and
valuable Information to
contribute to this hearing."
LIFE'S "failure to file" on
time stems from its earlier
involvement with the Coalition
for Safe Nuclear Power a
Cleveland based collection of
ecology groups.
Geographic distances
made communication difficult
because of differences in the
approaches and ultimate
goals of the two groups LIFE
decided to file its own petition
at the pre-hearlng in
November, which turned out
to be too late.
The Cleveland Coalition
and Glenn Lau, an Ottawa
county resident, were both
granted intervener status by
the Board. Both are opposed
to granting Toledo Edison and
Cleveland
Electric
Illumination Co. a construction permit to build the
$270 million plant.

hearings in Bowling Green
Municipal Court at 1 p.m.
Friday.
John Houston, 25, and
Leroy Pinkelton, 26, will
appear for arraignment and
plea in municipal court at 1
p.m., Monday, Jan. 11.

retained attorneys from
Toledo.
A tip to the Wood County
sheriff the day of the theft
alerted police to the plan.
Both local and federal officers
were staked out on campus
that evening.

All are under separate
bonds of $10,000 on charges of
breaking and entering and
$5,000 each for larceny.
Pinkelton and Houston
were
without
legal
representation until this week
when the court appointed local
attorney James Bachman to
act in their behalf.
The other men have

The four men were leaving
Hayes Hall about 7:30 p.m.
with tlie rifles when they were
arrested. A fifth man, who is
believed to have been a
lookout armed with a highcaliber rifle, escaped.
A
search for him Is continuing.
Houston and Pinkelton are
being held in the Lucas County
Jail while Fields and Mc-

Clellan remain in Wood
County Jail.
Since the incident, administrators have ordered
tighter security in areas on
campus where weapons are
stored.
It had been disclosed
earlier that one of the men
arrested was the same Black
Panther Party member who
had been selling Panther
newspapers on campus a few
days before the theft attempt.
Security officers at that
time told the man that
soliciting was not allowed on
campus and the Panthers left
after a talk with University
police.

Policeman arrested,
then shoots himself
A Campus Security officer
shot and killed himself Dec. 29
shortly after being served
with an arrest warrant
charging him with breaking
and entering.
Ptl. Evan D. Long, 31, died
an hour later of a bullet wound
In his chest while undergoing
emergency surgery at Wood
County Hospital. County
Coroner Dr. Roger Peatee has
ruled the death a suicide.
Long was suspected of
being part of a long-standing,
city-wide police burglary ring.
An investigation by the
county prosecutor's office
which is still continuing, has
resulted so far in indictments
against four city officers, two
of them regular patrolmen
and two auxiliary officers.

More indictments have
been rumored.
Two county lawmen served
Long with the warrant at his
home that Tuesday. They said
Long asked for permission to
change clothes before he
surrendered.
Long was said to have left
the room. Then the officers
heard one shot.
Officer Long had been
policemen since 1963 and
worked in both the city police
department and the county
sheriff's office before coming
to Campus Security last year.

THE STOLEN WEAPONS were immediately recovered by police
who had surrounded Hayes Hall. Asst. Director of Safety and
Security, William C. Steinfurth, shown here, helped co-ordinate the
captures and examines the crime scene. A dozen .22 caliber target
rifles belonging to the University Rifle Club were taken valued at
$2000.

Calley comrade
granted immynity;
to offer testimony
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
former soldier who told a
national television audience
he killed 10 to 15 Vietnamese
civilians at My Lai has been
granted immunity to testify at
Lt. William L. Calley Jr.'s
court-martial without risking
self-incrimination.
Paul David Meadlo has
refused to answer questions
Dec. 3 when called as a
prosecution witness at the
court-martial.
In a CBS television Interview Nov. 24,1969, he said
he stood at Calley's side and
sprayed bullets from his
automatic rifle into men,
women and children who had
been herded together.
Under the order signed by
Asst. Atty. Gen. Will. R.
Wilson, Meadlo cannot refuse
to testify if called. His attorney, John A. Kesler, said
Meadlo has been ordered to be
at Ft. Benning, GaJ when
Calley's trial resumes Monday.

Ends
Thursday

STADIUM
I

*
*
*
*

PIAA

SHOPPING

CINIfR Bowl.nq G..-.-..

Woosn-. it ol 1-75 Oppo'.n-

BGSU

l„„.i,„

•..

LIVING ROOM ROCKING CHAIR .SEATING
ACRES OK FREE PARKING
I
GORGEOUS. MODERNISTIC DECOR
THE THEATHE OF TOMORROW. A REALITY TODAV
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Held Over - 3rd Week!
E-.. at7:10, 9:30 - Sol. & Sun. Mai. 2:10 & 4:30

CATCH-22
IS THE MOST MOVING, MOST INTELLIGENT JHE MOST HUMANE - OH, TO HELL
WITH IT! - IT'S THE BEST AMERICAN
FILM I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!
It comes as close to being an epic human comedy as
Hollywood has ever made! Alan Arkin as Yossarian
provides the film with its continuity and dominant style
Arkin is a deadly serious actor, he projects intelligence
with such mono-maniacal intensity, he is both funny
and heroic at the same time. Nichols remains, as he
was before, one of our finest directors." -"HMH
"IT'S ONE HELL OF A FILM! A COLD, SAVAGE AND CHILLING
COMEDY! Firmly establishes Nichols' place in the front rank of
American directors"
BRUCE WILLIAMSON, PUVBOI

PROGRESSIVE ROCK

This Is A Movie No One

NIGHTS
SOLID GOLD DAYS

Should Miss III

WAWR 93.5 FM

hove they,

STAPTVM

al 7:00 and 9:15

Held Over - 3rd Week!
Ev.. 01 7:20, 9:30 - Sol. & Sun. Mol. ol 2, 3:20, 530

"THE FUNNIEST MOVIE
I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!"

THE BROTHERS OF
THETA CHI

— New York Post

Invite All Interested Men
To A RUSH PARTY
"SCROOGE"

MIDOTHCR

A NEW MUSICAL

Wednesday January 6th
7:30 to 9:30

A Cinema Ccoiei f *ns Pu-seniarion A National Omiai Pomes Release
Panavison' Techncotor' [Q] «gj,

Starts Friday
Little Fouss and Big Halsy

COLOR
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Disposable can ban hinges
on petition campaign results
Further action on the
proposal to outlaw the sale of
non-returnable
beverage
containers In the city Is
awaiting the outcome of a
petition campaign begun
earlier this month.
living in a Finer Environment (LIFE) is seeking
10,000 names in support of the
proposed bill, which needs the
approval of the city's Environmental Commission
before it can move to City
Council for possible legislative
action.

Ben Marvin, student
representative to the commission and co-chairman of
LIFE, said the commission
would not act on the proposal
until the petition drive is over.
He said LIFE hopes to have
the names by Jan. 26, the date
of the commission's next
scheduled meeting.
Dr. William Jackson,
director of the Environmental
Studies Center and also a
member of the commission,
appraised the petition drive as
"an attempt to provide an

educational service."
"It's more than Just a drive
to get umpteen names on
paper," Dr. Jackson said.
"It's to acquaint the people
with the issues and the
problems and gain their
support."
He said the commission is
contacting a number of
communities across country
who have either enacted or
discussed a law similar to the
local version.
One such community has
had the law and then repealed

it, he added, explaining that
the commission should get a
wide range of views.
Should the commission
decide to endorse the proposal
at their next meeting, the City
Council could find itself faced
with a decision on the issue at
their first meeting in
February.
The proposed bill would
make the sale of malt liquor
and soft drinks In cans and
throw-away
bottles
a
misdeameanor punishable by
a maximum fine of $500.

Start The New Year Right
Stop at South Side 6 to help you through the

LONG

COLO

WINTER

sovJs"!o1 6

CORNER S. MAIN
& NAPOLEON RD.

352-4581

Pack A Six From South Side 6
YOU'LL FEEL THE DIFFERENCE

Aaaocl«»d Pr«i« Wlopholo

RUB A DUB DUB, three men in a tub
oggan....These young men zipping down a

slope in Worcester, Mass. take
vantage of the latest snowfall.

ad-

"Underground" rises
"The Crystal City News."
Bowling Green's new underground newspaper, hit the
streets Tuesday.
The New Movement
Collective, comprised of
Women's Lib, White Panther,
and Yippie Party members,
publishes the paper as an

UAO

alternative to the BG News. A spokesman, "The Crystal City from the community and the
spokesman for the publication News" has no editor and "is University. It will accept
said the paper will try to not an ego trip," using no advertising
from
relate directly to the political, names identifying writers of organizations which serve the
national, and international articles or objects of In- community and "don't rip
situation. He contended that terviews.
people off", such as the Food
The BG News fails to do this
Essentially a non-profit for Thought Co-op, the
and Is too conservative.
organization, donations are spokesman stated.
According
to
the accepted for this bi-monthly
Because It is not a structured organization, anyone
publication.
can write for this newspaper
The New Movement and send contributions to Box
Collective wants to avoid 12, University Hall.
The
"capitalistic"
and
ad- Collective then decides what
vertising, getting its support will be printed.

Sponsored

BRIDGE LESSONS

Sign Up Now For Interviews!

8 Lessons
$4.50
starting

For Department Advisory
Boards Now

Weds. Jan. 13th

Sign up NOW
Union Activities

40S Student Services Bldg.
Interviews will be Held
Jan 11 - 15

Mrs. WE Steidtmann
Instructor

PRICES GOOD
THRU SUN.
JAN. 10. 1971

ATTENTION
STUDENTS
(OR ANYONE ELSE WHO WANTS TO LISTEN)

TO MAKE THIS OFFER MORE
ENTICING, CHECK THESE SPECIALS
HEINZ-TOMATO

MORTON-FROZ.

SOUP

POT PIES

}

t

CAN

PEPSI
«... 6/44*1
With this Grot Soot coupon.
Good thru Sun. Jan. 10, mi

ROME BEAUTY OR

4%

\

af%#fc/

WINESAP APPLES..i-iT

0Z.1

DRIGGS-COTTAGE SCOTTIES FACIAL

CHEESE TISSUE

?T'19*

FRESH WHOLE

FRYERS
WIENERS

DINNER BELL SKINLESS

f% f% >

,.23*
©9*
#. ofalaf

—A
1616-E.
WOOSTER
IN THE
STADIUM
VIEW
SHOPPING
CENTER

,

Great Scot
V

FR'.ENDL

FOOD STORES

ALL QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED!

OPEN DAILY
7:45-10 P.M.
SUNDAY
10 A.M.-6 P.M.
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Judge fines rival truckers

• ociat«d Pr.ii Wir«pKoto

WILLIAM J. BROWN, 30-year-old bachelor attorney, will take over
as Ohio Attorney General Jan. 11 when the Democratic administration of Gov. Elect John J. Gilligan succeeds the Republican
administration of Gov. James A. Rhodes.

Employment

YOUNGSTOWN (AP) Fines and suspended jail
sentences hsve been given
officials of two rival local
trucking unions and eight
union members-indicted in
connection with a 1968 gunfight mat left one man dead
and several others wounded.
The 10 included John
Angelo, treasurer of Teamsters Union Local 377, and
Mike Beano, local leader of
the Fraternal Association of
Steel Haulers (FASH). All
pleaded no contest Monday,
said prosecutor Vincent E
Gilmartin.
The men were fined $500 on
each indictment by Mahonlng
County Common Pleas Court
Judge Ehryn V. Jenkins. He
suspended six-month Jail
terms on each indictment,
providing the men remain on
good behavior for two years.
The case against Jerry
Stoneburner, head of Stoney's
Trucking Co. of nearby North
Jackson, who was indicted for
second-degree rioting, is still
pending. He pleaded innocent.
The gunfight Oct. 2B, 1969,
resulted in the death of John J.
Gersline, 23, of Cleveland.

Gilmartin said it was never
determined who fired the fatal
shot.
The incident, which occured during a strike by FASH
against Stoney's Trucking,
took place outside a Republic
Steel
Corp. plant In
Youngstown when a convoy of
Stoney's steelhauling trucks
was being escorted by
Teamsters Union members.
Angelo was given a
suspended one-year sentence
and fined 11.000 on charges of

Secretaries.
American National Red
Cross - Women for recreation
aids in Korea or South Vietnam.
JANUARY 13
Defense Construction
Supply - Procurement asst.
JANUARY 14
State of Ohio - Bacteriologist I, Chemist I,
Employment Security II, E. C.
P. Specialist H.
SCHOOLS
JANUARY U
Byram Hills Schl. Diat.,
New York - B. S. 4 30 hours of
masters only.
West Hartford Pb. Schls.,
Conn. - Elem. ed., art,
English, home econ., sp. ed.,
lib. sci., math, music, phys.
ed.
JANUARY 12
West Hartford Pb. Schls.,
Conn. - Elem. Ed., art,
English, home econ., sp. ed.,
lib. sci., math, music, phys.
ed.
Clyde Ex. ViU. Schls., Ohio
- All areas.

STOP AT YOU* BANK

was given a one-year
suspended sentence and fined
$500 for first-degree riot and
assault with a dangerous
weapon.
One-year suspended
sentences and fines of (1,000
for first and second-degree
riot were imposed on Dan
Darrow, Akron teamster;
Joseph O'Neill, Youngstown
teamster; Robert Ellser,
Youngstown teamster, and
William Reed Bell, Cleveland
teamster.

Robert Cassidy, a Local 377
business agent, was fined
$2,000 for inciting to riot and
first-end second-degree riot
Ambrose Randazxe, a
teamster from Cuyahoga
Falls, received a suspended
six-month sentence and was
fined $500 for second-degree
riot.
Joseph Seidlta, a Local 377
business agent, was given an
eight-month
suspended
sentence and fined $750 after
charges of assault ■

AFTER CHRISTMAS CLEARANCE
Famous Make Shirts & Ties
Shirts - Reg $7.00 to $15.00 Ties • Reg $5.00 to $10.00

HALF PRICE!

Opportunities

Jr.
M. O'Nell Co.
The following employment
opportunities are available for executive training.
the week of January 11.
Appointments for interviews JANUARY 15
Penn Mutual Life Ins. Co. can now be made in the Office
of Career Planning and Sales.
Placement Services, third
floor of the Student Services AGENCIES AND COLLEGES
Bldg.
JANUARY 11
Adult Parole Authority BUSINESS
Parole officers.
Social Security - Claims
JANUARY 11
Dana Corporation
In- representatives.
U. S. Office of Education ternal auditor.
All areas.
Federal Aviation AdJANUARY 12
Cleveland Press - Summer ministration - Air traffic
controllers.
internship.
U. S. Atomic Energy
John Hancock Mutual Life
Commission
Reacter
Ins. Co. - Sales.
St. Paul Ins. Co. - Claim physicist, stat., acctg., budget
representatives, un- anal.
Internal
Revenue
derwriters, sales, acctg. and
Revenue agent, tax auditor,
fin.
attorney, engineer, special
agent.
JANUARY 13
Burrough Wellcome & Co. JANUARY 12
Open.
Bureau of Indian Affairs International Harvester Open.
Marketing-sales training.
Social Security - Claim
representative.
JANUARY 14
Ohio Youth Commission Mutual of New York Sales, sales mgmt., executive Social workers.
U. S. Dept. of the Navy mgmt.

flrsUand- second
-degree
rioting.
An indictment
charging him with inciting to
riot was dismissed.
Beane was given. a
suspended six-month sentence
and a $500 fine for seconddegree riot.
Tony Maenxa, an Akron
teamster, received a sixmonth suspended sentence
and was fined $500 for seconddegree riot.
Willard Burrows, a FASH
member from Lowellvilie,

Columbus Pb. Schls., Ohio Open.
Immacualte
Conception
Schls., Ohio - Elem., typingshorthand, social studies, gen.
science.
Marion City Bd. of Ed.,
Ohio - O.W.E., el. ed., math,
sci., sp. ed., speech and
hearing, lib. sci., HPE
(mens), social studies.
Dade Co. Schls., Florida Most areas.

Entire Suede & Leather Inventory
As Much As

REDUCED 40 %
Which Includes Leather & Suede Jackets, Top Coats,
Suits, Vest Suits, and Vests!! Fantastic Selection Left
Of Kangaroo, Suede, Pigskin and Furs

JANUARY 13
Dade Co. Schls., Florida Most areas.
Upper Sandusky Schls.
Ohio - Elem., social studiescoaching, math, sp. ed.

Only 1 White Leather Wrap around
Top Coat by Cresco, Reg. $150.00 NOW $90.00
Touble Breasted Suede Top Coat
Reg. $150.00, Gold Color by Cresco NOW $97.00

JANUARY 14
Slmsbury
Bd.
of
Education, Conn. - All areas.

Some Suedes & Leathers as Low as $45.00
JANUARY 15
Simsbury
Bd.
of
Education, Conn. - All areas.
Forest Hills Pb. Schls.,
Michigan - English, math,
sci., home ec., ind. ed.,el. ed.,
art.
Shaker Hts., City Schl.
Dist., Ohio - Open.
Rockford Pb. Schls.,
Michigan - Open.

BankAmericard

Entire Suit Inventory Reduced!!

Master Charge

Nichols Clothiers
Bowling Green Ohio

109 S. Main St.
Use Our Own 90 Day Charge

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Ph. 352-5271
F.D.I.C.
222 S. Main St.

Welcome Back
B.G.S.U. Students

Welcome Back

get an exciting change from the ordinary at

UNIVERSITY BANKING CENTER
...across from H&rshman.

ah

Ph. 352—6506

GLAD TO HAVE YOU
We of Bachelors III hope you ALL had a good
vacation and ore ready to start the New Year

Try the Bachelors III, you're sure to like us
Dancing Nightly

Band on Weekends

BACHELORS III

893 S. MAIN ST. *-•-*"*

THE BROTHERS OF

SAE

Cordially Invites All Interested Men
To Open H ouse On:
Wed.
Thur.
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.

Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

6th
7th
11th
12th
13th

From 7:00 - 9:00 P.M.

DRESS IS INFORMAL
SEE YOU THERE

************

TACO KID

************

Open 11:00 - 11:00 Weekdays
11:00 - 12:00 Fri - Sat.
Tacos Burritos Frijoles Tostadas Taco Burgers Chili Dogs Chili Enchilados Sanchos
Plus a New Dinner Plate

ALL AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD
Valuable Coupon
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Hanoi peace talk delegation
rejects Nixon's war outlook
PARIS (AP) - North
Vietnam
responded
caustically yesterday to
President Nixon's assessment
of the Vietnam war and
demanded, a few hours before
Defense Secretary Melvin R.
Laird was due in Paris, that
the United States totally withdraw its troops.
Laird was scheduled to
arrive here last night to
discuss the deadlocked Paris
peace talks with American
and French efficlals, and will
continue on to South Vietnam

?

TO
DO .
TOD8Y
FOLLOWING
BRITAIN'S
WORST
SPORTS DISASTER last Saturday in
Ibox Stadium Glasgow, the bodies of 66
soccer fans are laid alongside the goal.

The accident occured during the peak of a
hotly contested match between two
Glascow teams.

RUSHTONIGHT
SMOKER
UJyjfcT^Sg "**»
AT

SIGMA NU
LOCATED EAST SIDE
NEW FRATERNITY ROW

7:30 PM
EVERYONE INVITED

To all. we demonstrate

l SALE THAT'S A SALE!

SEX INFORMATION
CENTER
Room 419 Student Services
Building.
Hours:
SundayFriday 3-5, 6-10; Saturday 3-5.
The phone number is 372-2281.
INTERCOLLEGIATE
BRIDGE TOURNAMENT
A special Duplicate Bridge
match on Saturday, January
10 at 1 p.m. will determine the
two pair who will be sent to the
Regional Tournament in
Kalamazoo, all expenses paid.
Students must register by
calling the Director, Mrs. W.
E. Steidtmann
353-7574
evenings. Entries are limited
to eight pair.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
LESSONS
Bridge lessons beginning Jan.
13 from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
Wayne Room of the Union.
Students should register
immediately in the UAO office
on the third floor of the Union
and pay the $4.50 fee for the
eight lessons. Those on the
waiting list should pay now to
reserve their place.
SKI CLUB
Will meet at 6 p.m. in 115
Education Building. Ski trip
to Wing HoUow is scheduled
for this weekend.
Price is
$18.50 and includes lifts and
lodging.

to study Vletnamization and
further American troop withdrawals.
In a televised interview
with
four
network
correspondents Monday night,
Mixon said:
"We are now
seeing the end of America's
combat role" In South Vietnam and that there win be a
"Just peace-the kind of peace
that
will
discourage
aggression in the future."
He added that he was
"confident that the South
Vietnamese will be able to
defend themselves in 1973."
A statement by the North
Vietnamese delegation to the
peace talks accused Nixom of
having
"Invented
false
achievements and created an
illusion of peace so as to
deceive the people in the
United
States
and
the
world..."
A passage apparently
directed to Laird, although his
name was not mentioned,
said:
"The United States
must totally withdraw from

welfare
reform,
federal
revenue sharing and an
overhaul of the federal
government's grant-in-aid
system to the states, as well as
18 leaser measures.
Nixon's statement was
issued moments before his
departure for California and
the Western White House.

South Vietnam its troops and
those of the foreign countries
in the U.S. camp and let the
South Vietnamese people
settle themselves their own
affairs without foreign Interference."
He
complained
the
Congress had failed to enact

Wallace marries
in quiet ceremony
Clear.
The Wallaces delayed the
start of their honeymoon to
appear at a postwedding
dinner at the home of Mrs.
Ruby Austin, Mrs. Walace's
mother.

MONTGOMERY,
Ala.
(AP) - Gov.-elect George C.
Wallace has taken as his bride
the niece of one of his
predecessers in office.
The 52-year-old widower
married Mrs. Cornelia Ellis
Snlvely, 32-year-old bruneete
divorcee, In a quiet ceremony
Monday night at the Trinity
Presbyterian Church.
They are honeymooning at
the Grand Hotel In Point

Wallace's first wife, the
late LurUen Wallace, succeeded him when his first tern
ended In 1967. She died in
office 18 months later after a
two-year battle with cancer.

PUZZLE

5 Flower part. 25 Of the nose.
(1 Letter in
27 Likeness.
Hebrew
28 Water
By Clara R. Crow
alphubet.
nymph.
7 English
29 Colors
(ili Healthy: Fr.
ACROSS
county
lightly.
ii7 Implored.
festivals.
311 Collection
68 Atlas, for
1 For —'s
8 Seeds.
of doctrines.
one.
sake!
9
Honored.
32 Complete:
5 Platform.
09 Cut.
10 Postpones
var.
Ill Afflicted.
action.
33 Red dye.
DOWN
14 Vicinity.
11
Mod
style.
34
Get
revenge.
15 Yarns.
37 Coif club.
1 One and one 12 Wedge, e.g.
Hi Beginner.
13 Secret
40 Shoemaker's
together.
17 Small hotels.
society.
job.
2 Sea eagle.
18 Prevent.
21 Ireland.
41 Said of
3 Mind.
19 Soon.
nomads.
23 Put down.
4 Relief.
20 Save.
22 Sniffing.
24 Bearing.
i
1
1
1
1
20 (Mary.
27 — Revenue.
14
31 Title.
35 "Remember
n
the -."
M Strewn.
II
38 Tool.
39 Illiterate
negative.
34
19
40 Stormed.
41 Clinic: abbr.
n
a»
So
42 Narrow ship
channel.
It
IS
43 Icy.
44 Wuter wheel.
45 Detroit
casualties.
«1

1

pr—

'

^

|

1

.

"

>•

■ p1

I"

«•

marigold.
49 Cella.
51 Comfort.
52 Shafts.
M Moon
valleys.
lit) Sagacious.
Ill Moslem
written
decree.
<i3 Spooky.
04 Jar.
f>5 Nostrils:
obs.

40

50

40
92

91

14

1

■0

u
61

"

■I

iiH

47 The bur

1

43 Happy.
44 Unless: l.,i\v
40 Group of

nine.

48 Most scarce.
50 Caravansary.
52 Trade: var.
53 Pellet.
54 Ait.
55 Girl's name.
57 Slim.
58 City, lake
and port.

.')9 "Auld l.ang
112 Cozy room.
11

11

19

:
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p"

1

■

r
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w1
|

"
"
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FRENCH CLUB
Will meet at 8:30 p.m. In
the Alumni Room of the Union
to learn about the coming
party.

CRYPTOGRAM — By Nathan W. Harris

IPRKIU'Y

UNITED CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

() R Y R A G

Y K N ST

Will meet at 7 p.m. In the
basement of the UCF center
for anyone interested in
tutoring
elementary
or
secondary students, also for
anyone interested in helping
with recreational programs.

A H

L' PR KHUN S

K TSTORYRAG:

H N PT.

Yesterday's cryptogram: Forger forgot the
paraph.

WIZARD OF ID

by Brant porker and Johnny hart
' VMATFVH «-4
VACATION, WMBN
THlN6*-S /4SEBJ
<5brM*v VVBLUf

CLaSSIFIED

Sport coals as low as
S29.99
Dress slacks NOW 1/3 off
Casual Slacks and Jeans 1/3 off
Dress shirfs - reg S9.00 - $11.00 NOW $5.99
Jackets and Outerwear - 20 - 50 % off
RIDES

Shoes

a large selection

MANY OTHER BIG FAT SALES

Ufa Ben
^Charge Accounts Welcome

Wtin to share commuting
gfjaajai to and from Toltdo
dally, arta of Monroe and
Detroit Ota. call 394-9SH.
Ride needed to OSU every
Than. Call Jenny 351-2752
LOST* FOUND
LOST: 9 month old black cat,
9 while halri on cHka . thin
hair at temples, vicinity of
North Main and liberty
REWARD 3S4J073 after 5.
BUSINESS
PORTUN1TIES

o p.

Throe or roar Man Band
NEEDED Matt be good or

need not reply Bachelors 111
Come after J or audition
Wednesday nujhti
Come
FOR SALE OR RENT
Student <Mn| Experimental
Studies In Europe 3rd str.
wants traveling companion
Dam 372-5434
Wanted: place to board dog at
night. Will pay 950 lor the
quarter. Call Chuck Apt 91.
Greenvlew J43-9t73.
1-malt roommate; private
roam; Urge Im—in-slar; 1mlnuta tram campus Call
351-7752 or 35MBS
Apt. for „„, unBttdtaU
-„_,„ =*_. va.n%a

Female roommate
750 7th street. Apt. I. Call 354-

nn.

DESPERATELY NEEDED 1 or i (email roomroatea
wtntarqtr. LOW RENT 351-

calculator!. Salea service and
rental! 227 S. Main 352-7790
daily HI 9 p.m. Sat. 01 9
Yoga lissom 10 on. 110
Starts Jan. 11 k 11 Stfn up
NOW In UAO office
For Sale: One single ]
Call Shelley, 354-3351

CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT
RINGS Philip Morion Contemporary Jeweler, 110 W.
RECORDS! Oldies! 90,000 In
stock Stod J* cents for 1,000
lilting catalog. Mail Orden
Filled. RECORD CENTER

its t. so am. ohto
Record Tapea.

Better Basiaoss Machine!
Typewriters, addora aad

'01 Fontiic Catalim Fair
Cond 9109 or Beat Offer Call
Jay 999 tOOl after I
For Sale: Walnut table and 2
cane bottom chain 995 Cheat
919 Call
PERSONALS
Want help'
Counseling

Student Servicee
LYNN-Dunbnr's loss n
Chapman's
(Sin.
ContjratulaUOM on making
R.A. Paula 4 Kay
To Linda Dean a lifetime of
Love-Vince
You wont believe the Third
Floor of the Union During
MARDIGRAS
Students
Interested
In
Department Advlaory Bands
can sign-op for Iutantem to
be bold January 11-15 at 90S
Student Servicee Building.
TlujasLsnvtot

Call 1-9001
Center,
390

vow help.
--OMOI
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Rhodes reflects upon growth
COLUMBUS, (AP) - Gov.
James A. Rhodes yesterday
said his eight years in office
provided the climate for the
greatest period of growth and
development in the state's
history.
"This has been a working
man's
administration,"
Rhodes said in remarks
prepared for a 10 ajn. Joint
session of the Ohio General
Assembly.
"I have one philosophy,"
he told the lawmakers. "That
eve.y man and woman Is
entitled to a Job at a decent
wage."

Rhodes, who
who leaves
leaves office
office
Rhodes,
at noon Monday, said it was
impossible for one governor to
accomplish everything, adding:
"But I am satisfied as I
prepared to leave office that
our administration has won
what it set out to do-that was
to create a climate and a
system that would provide the
foundation for the greatest
period of growth and
development,
both
industrially and socially, in the
state's history."
He said there should be no
let-up in the effort to attract

industry and business into
Ohio.
"In the next 10 years there
will be nearly a million young
people coming into the labor
market in Ohio, and they will
need Jobs."
Rhodes called for "an
accelerated effort" to provide
Job-oriented education and
training.
Rhodes said he would
leave the incoming administration of Democrat
John J. Gilligan with a
beginning budget balance of
some $16.1 million.
It provides for no new

Jailed drug addicts rebel,
want withdrawal treatment
Dr. Catollne said "sympYOUNGSTOWN (AP) - Ten
drug addicts arrested during tomatic treatment Is all we
drug raids here Nov. 11 went can give. We try to treat them
on a rampage in the Mahonlng
County
Jail
yesterday
smashing furniture and light
fixtures and demanding
restoration of their drug withdrawal medication.
Order was restored after
SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (AP)
about 40 minutes with the
assistance
of
twelve -Angela Davis, black radical
educator charged with
Youngstown policemen.
murder, kidnaping and
Deputy Louie DePaul, conspiracy in a courthouse
assistant director of the Jail, shooting that took four lives,
said the Inmates' medication gave a Black Power salute
was withdrawn on orders of and declared her innocence on
arraignment yesterday.
the Jail physician.
Entering the courtroom
He said the men broke a next to the one where three
steel handle from a scrub black convicts made a fatal
bucket and used the handle breakout attempt last Aug. 7,
and bucket to smash furniture she raised a clenched fist and
and light fixtures In their smiled as some of the specfourth-floor cells and then tators called, "Right on!"
spilled out into an area in front
Facing Superior Court
of their cells, continuing their Judge Joseph Wilson, she
rampage.
said, "I want to declare
publicly before the court and
The Jail physician. Dr. the people of this country that
Raymond Catollne, said. "Our I am Innocent of all charges
problem started the day the brought against me by the
men were brought to the Jail.
They were given methadone
for five days the first part of
December. They belong in a
treatment center, not In Jail."

by sustaining them from
narcotics."

Angela Davis declares
innocence of charges

N.-ipholo by Cocl J. Shall*, Jr.

THE WHEEL DON'T go if the wind don't blow, On second thought.
even if the wind did blow....

Reds establish relations
TOKYO (AP) - Communist
China announced yesterday it
has established diplomatic
relations with Chile, with
Chile "taking note" of
Peking's claim to Formosa.
"The Chilean government
recognizes the government of
the People's Republic of China
as the sole legal government
of China," said a Chinese
Chilean communique
broadcast by the official New
China News agency.
As for Formosa, which is
also called Taiwan and is the
seat of the rival Nationalist
Chinese government, Chile
adopted a position similar to
thai of
Canada, which
recently established
diplomatic relations with the
Peking government.
This position is not to
declare that Formosa belongs
to Peking, but merely to
recognize Peking's stand on
the issue.
The communique
said:
"The Chinese government
reaffirms that Taiwan is an
inalienable part of the
territory of the People's
Republic of China.
The
Chilean government takes
note of this statement of the

Chinese government."
In Santiago,
Chile's
capital, the Nationalist
Chinese Embassy announced
that its government had
severed diplomatic relations
with Chile.
The Chilean government of
President Salvador Allende, a
Marxist
Socialist,
reestablished
diplomatic
relations with Cuba in
November. . It says it also
intends to recognize North
Korea, North Vietnam and
East Germany.
Chile, the 57th nation to
recognize Communist China,
and Peking will "exchange
ambassadors within the
shortest possible period," the
.
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broadcast communique said.
Announcement of the
establishment of relations
between the two countries has
been expected for some time,
following the election of
Allende last Oct. 28.
Chile voted in the U. N.
General
Assembly
In
November for the Albanian
resolution which called for
ousting Nationalist China
from the world body and
seating dbmrnunist China.
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state of California."
She is accused of furnishing the four guns with
which the convicts made their
break, leading to the deaths of
Superior Court Judge Harold
J. Haley, two of the convicts
and an accomplice.

spending programs, he said, study his proposals for
far a
"only for current programs at department of public safety
current levies of support and and a planing office, both
no new taxes."
under the governor.
"It is the prerogative of the
The last session of the
new governor to propose any legislature, dominated by the
additions or deletions," GOP, rejected both proposals.
Rhodes added.
Rhodes said there must be
Gilligan has said he will TflKflJunjg emphasis on efforts
seek new taxes to finance to control air and water
expanded state programs, as pollution. He advocated a
well as new projects he feels single set of federal standards
that could be uniformly Imthe state needs.
For most of his speech, posed and uniformly enforced.
Rhodes cited what he called
Lake Erie, he said, is •
the accomplishments of his special problem requiring
eight years In office and special attention. He said it
defended bond issues that could not be cleaned up until
provided a surge of capital the Detroit River is cleaned.
improvements.
Other pending pronects he
"It Is significant that those regarded as highly important;
who were so outspoken in their
-Completion of the state
opposition to the bond office building In Columbus
Issues....were often the first In and provision for others.
line when it came time to turn
-Completion of mental
the shovel or cut the ribbon on health, aged and retardation
a
new bond-financed building programs.
project," he added.
-A
separate
budget
Rhodes noted one area in allowance for the depadtment
which he had been un- of highway safety to alleviate
successful-an attempt to a heavy drain on the highway
reorganize educational maintenance fund.
programs and redistribute the
-Completion of a higher
tax revenues among them.
education
construction
"In Ohio," he said, "the program.
accident of resident deterRhodes concluded his
mines If a student will attend a speech by urging all elements
well-funded or a poor school. of society to work together in a
"This differential can only spirit of good will.
be
overcome with
a
"Those who seek to divide
reorganization of educational must never outnumber nor
programs and a redistribution outwork those who seek to
of tax revenues, both on a unite," he said. "And no man,
county and statewide basis." no matter how low or high his
Rhodes, a Republican, station, can escape his share
asked the legislature to again of responsibility."

SKI CLUB
This Weekend - Wing Hollow N.Y.
$18.50 Includes Ski Lifts and Lodging

Full payment due Tonight 6:00
115 Education Biding.
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'Cool' yule for bucketeers

>o*
ttl — N.w.pholo by Col J. Skalok, Jr.

S-T-R-R-R-E-T-C-l-N-G lor the rebound are Iowa center Kevin
Kunnert, and Jim Connally, Bowling Green's pivotman, while
backing up the action are Hawkeye Ken Grabinski, and Le Henson
for the Falcons. Bowling Green dropped this game to the defending
Big Ten champs, 89-78.

Bob Bell is ours
By John Saodbrook
Sports Editor UCLA Hruin
Well, Bowling Green, Bob Bell is yours
now. I really can't tell you that much
about him aside from what his secretary
has told me. He's intelligent (a PhD. In
history), young, quite conservative
politically, a sometimes flashy dresser,
and rather emotional about football (he
helped on the sidelines.>
I guess that doesn't tell you too much.
Whether or not that means he will do a
good Job for you, I can't answer that
either.
I suspect he will. An A.D.'s job is
largely business management, and Bob
has had experience there too in a
Chamber of Commerce out here. From
my experience with him, he gets along
well with people - and that is an Important part of an A.D.'s Job, too. He has
to sell himself and his program to the
alumni.
Jack O'Breza told me over the phone
that the initial reaction to Bell's hiring
was - my god, UCLA - that's the best
there is: we have got ourselves a winner.
I would like to comment on that.
I'll do a little bragging here and agree
that UCLA has probably the best overall
intercollegiate athletic program in the
country today.
In 1969-70. we won four NCAA team
championships and choked in a fifth
(track - but we were named the best dual
meet team of 19701. Our rugby team was
No. 2 in the country after being No. 1 the
year before. This year our water polo
and soccer teams took runner-up honors
in the NCAA championships.
From the standpoint of success,
maybe we're on top. (I hope none of you
have relatives at USC - they still think
they are, the poor clods). But please,
please, do not think that because the

UCLA athletic department is so successful everyone in it is top-notch. That
just ain't so.
Our success here is due to one man -J.
D. Morgan-- who became athletic
director in 1963.
In the seven years since then, he has
taken a department $400,000 in debt,
given It a $250,000 surplus, runs a current
$2.6 million annual budget, supervised
the construction of our basketball arena,
Pauley Pavilion, built a $1.5 million track
stadium, and simply has become the best
athletic director in the country.
Bob has been with J.D. since 1964. I
suspect that he has learned a lot from
"The Old Man," or at least he should
have. If he has, then he will do a good
job.
But, please, let Bob prove himself.
Don't expect him to be successful Just
because he comes from UCLA. He has
learned alot out here, but let's face it,
recruiting for Bowling Green is alot
different from recruiting for UCLA.
It's pretty easy to recruit a kid for a
school that is eight miles from Malibu,
four miles from Sunset Strip, forty
miles from the mountains, thirty miles
from the desert, across the street from
Bel Air, next door to Beverly Hills, with
almost continuous sunshine, a nationwide top ten academic rating and a home
stadium in the Los Angeles Coliseum.
How Bob will adapt to the situation at
Bowling Green is anyone's guess. One
thing I will guarantee, though, he will
break more chairs, throw more benches
and stomp on his hat more than anyone
you have ever seen on the sidelines.
Robert - good luck. I'm sorry, in a
way, that I didn't get to know you better.
I hope you didn't think that I don't like
athletics: I just disagree with J.D.'s
basic philosophy, that's all.

Gridders pick cap'ns
A trio of juniors has been
named captains-elect for the
1971 Falcon football team.
Elected by their teammates to lead the Falcons next
season were Defensive Tackle
Larran Meador of Bellevue,
Fullback Jerry Fields of
Youngstown and Quarterback
Don PluaqueUlc of Akron.
Head Coach Don Nehlen
expressed pleasure with the
Falcons' choices. "Our team
has selected three proven
football players who possess
the leadership qualities to get
■aback where we belong Our

tri-captalns have already had
experience as a leader since
each one was captain of his
high school football team."
Meador started all nine
games for the Falcon
defensive unit which tied for
13th place in total defense
among the nation's major
colleges. The 6-2, 220 pound
lineman ranked fifth In
tackling with 83 for the season.
Fields rushed for 158 yards
while alternating with Issac
Wright at the starting fullback
slot as injuries kept him on the
sidelines throughout the

season. He rushed for 280
yards as a sophomore.
Pluesquellic is the heir
apparent to Bowling Green's
quarterback position after
seeing considerable action In
1970 that included one starting
assignment. He completed 21
of 48 passes for 226 yards last
fall.
The Falcon quarterback,
who made the All-MAC
Academic Football Team in
1970, transferred to Bowling
Green from Pittsburgh in 1968
after playing with the Panther
Freshman team.

By Harold Brown
Sport. Editor
The on-again off-agaln
Falcon cagers had a rather
rough time adding to their win
column over the holiday
break. The Falcons won two
while losing four and will take
a S-5 record into conference
action this weekend.
On Dec. 14 the Falcons
traveled to Ball State in
Munice Ind. and defeated the
Cardinals 9849, despite some
rough and ragged play on the
Birds part.
Senior Forward Rich
Walker and senior Center Jim
Connally led the attack with 26
and 16 points respectively. .
Connally also grabbed 20
rebounds. Sophomore Guard
Jeff Lessig came off the bench
and scored 14 points with ten
coming in the second half.
Al Russ, 5-10 sophomore
guard, played tenacious
defense and stole the ball from
the Cardinals several times in
the second half, but the
Falcons had 17 turnovers and
missed two layups on break
aways after steals.
The following Monday the
Falcons dropped a 89-76 tilt to
the Iowa Hawkeyes, the only
Big Ten opponent on this years
schedule.
The
Falcons
played
listlessly in the first half and
trailed by as many as 17 points
early in the second half.
However, three of the
Hawkeyes drew their fourth
personal fouls early in the
second half and were replaced
for use late in the game.
With the three on the bench
the Falcons tied the score at 61
on Walkers free throw with
10:28 left in the game. Iowa
Head Coach Dick Schultz then
put his three foul plagued
players back into the game.
From then it was downhill
for the Falcons as they could
not put the ball in the basket.
The following Saturday the
Falcons fell to the University
of Cinncinati by an 86-74 count,
however, Head Coach Bob
Conibear was not disappointed
with his teams' play. He cited
their improved team play and
more consistent scoring
saying, "this is probably the
best they've played for the
entire 40 minutes."
The Falcons had a season
low of 13 turnovers against the
Bearcats and got a standout
performance from Connally
as he scored 28 points and
pulled down seven rebounds.
However, the Bearcats
Charley Snow, 6-0 Junior

47
sporrs

guard, stole the show hitting
on 12 of 15 from the field and
making four of five from the
charity strip for 28 points.
The Falcons were hampered on defense late in the
game because Connally had
four fouls and was forced to
guard his man loosely to
prevent drawing his fifth foul.
After a two day vacation,
the team left for the AllCollege Tournament In
Oklahoma City on Christmas
afternoon.
The
Falcons
faced
nationally ranked Utah State
and nearly came out of the
game with a victory.
BG held an eight point lead
at half time but it melted away
early in the second half and

the lead changed hands
several times. The Falcons
missed some key shots near
the end of the game and lost
6542.
The Falcons had many
good individual performances
throughout the tournament
but the consistent scoring of
Jim Conally was a highlight.
He was named to the AllTourney second team. The
Falcons center scored 66
points and had 44 rebounds In
the three games.
In the second game against
San Francisco State the
Falcons came from behind
and won 71-88 in overtime.
Dalynn
Badenhop,
6-5
sophomore forward, came off
the bench with 1:09 left In

regulation time and made two
field goals, the second tying
the score at 61-61.
Badenhop then led the
Falcons in overtime, scoring
four more points. Connally
and Walker were the only
Falcons in double figures
hitting 25 and 12 points
respectively.
The Falcons did not look
anything like the club that
played the night before
.against Utah. They made
numerous turnovers and shot
only 44 percent from the field
as compared to 54 percent the
night before.
The Falcons finished sixth
In the field of eight teams
losing to Oklahoma City 79-73
in their third game.

Conibear switched Walker
to guard, the position he
played his sophomore year,
and inserted Badenhop at
forward and sophomore Jeff
Lessig at guard. Lessig and
Walker combined to score 34
points.
However, Badenhop and
Henson scored only 15 points
between them. Four Falcons
ended up in double figures.
They were Badenhop, Connally, Walker and Lessig.
The next test for the
Falcons is Ohio University in
Athens Saturday at 3 p.m. The
Bobcats have a 6-1 record and
the Falcons should be able to
Judge what their fate in the
MAC will be this season after
the game.

Frosh talent abundant
Cincinnati first test

Matmen open with

for Falcon tankers

triple-dual at OU

By JIM- Burchlrk
Sports Writer

By Dan Casseday
Sports Writer

Endurance, respectability, and vast improvement loom
as the main orders of the year as the Falcon swim team
prepares to embark on what could be a fine swimming
season.
Last year Coach Tom Stubbs suffered through a
dismal season which saw them plummet to a last place
finish in the Mid-American Conference. This season,
however, Stubbs and the swimmers are pointing at
reversing last season's losing trends.
Over the Christmas break 15 members of the swim team
journeyed to Flordia with assistant coach Bill Zeeb for
practice and training for the coming season. "The swimmers worked out three times a day, swimming 11,000
meters a day," said Stubbs. "This distance swimming was
for building up endurance. That is the main item we're
concentrating on, endurance."
Those who were unable to make the trip worked out
twice a day with Stubbs in the Natatorium.
looking ahead to the season, Stubbs said, "We are out to
improve on last season. There are a few teams I feel we can
better in the conference and we're all hoping for a high
finish in the MAC this year."
The strengths for the BG swimmers lie in the freestyle
events. In the sprint freestyle Stubbs points to freshmen
Steve Breithupt, Jim Mabry, and Rick Carveth to lead the
way. Swimming the middle distance freestyle events will
be sophomore Tom Wolfe and junior Dick Ball. In the
distances senior Frank Mutz, with freshmen Skip Snable
and Bill Primrose, and possibly Dave Thomas will carry
the load.
In the backstroke, senior Wayne Rose and freshmen
John Haker will be Falcon hopefuls. Roy Wright, Jim
Williams, and possibly Rose will swim the breathstroke and
Thomas and Primrose will go in the Butterfly.
"We are depending a lot on our underclassmen,
especially our freshmen swimmers to help us through the
season," Stubbs added. "I feel if they can come areound we
should do well."
But the road to success this season will be tough as the
schedule is loaded with swim powers, starting with Cincinnati this Saturday Others on the schedule include,
conference champ Ohio University, Eastern Kentucky,
Eastern Michigan, Kent State, and Miami.
If the Falcon squad can pull off a few victories against
this rugged competition and swim well in the meets, they
should have the confidence to finish high at the MAC meet
this year.
The first home meet will be January 22 at 7-30 when
Bowling Green hosts Ashland.

Recruiting a strong freshman crop and building it into a
powerhouse is the dream of every coach.
Wrestling coach Bruce Bellard will do a lot of dreaming
this season as he tries to build this year'ssquad with plenty
of fresh new talent. Last season's team which finished
fourth in the Mid American Conference lost all but two
starters through graduation or not enough mental
willpower in class, including Joe Green, 190 champ last
year who graduated to the New York Giants of the National
Football League.
"You might term this a building year," Bellard
suggested. "The loss of eight starters means six-eight of
the starters this season will be freshmen. 1 don't know how
they'll perform but it's the best freshmen group we've been
able to assemble."
The young squad will be a mixture of the top firstyear
men and last year's holdovers, led by six returning letter men.
The only senior on the roster is Tom Bowers, two-year
letterman wrestling at 118 lbs. Juniors back in the fold are
Mark Contos, (126), Steve Hardy (HWT), Dick Munz (142),
John Ress (158), and Al Womack (126).
Coach Bellard named five outstanding freshmen that
have impressed him enough to rate high commendations.
All seem certain of attaining starting positions, Bellard
said. Four were recruited from east of Cleveland. One is
Dennis O'Neil, two-time state high school champ from
Orange.
The other three are lister Arko of Warrensville, Steve
Taylor of Marlington, and Jerry Norbo of Mayfield. The
"outsider" is Dave Wolfe of Toledo North wood.
"It's going to be a good outfit but they need experience,"
Bellard said. "We'll start out by taking our lumps, but we'll
be representative by the conference championships."
"The team was 7-5 last year and I don't expect to have a
better record than that," the affable coach continued. "The
schedule is a difficult one. The last third of it is the
toughest."
The last
of the schedule has the Falcons facing four
opponents in the space of twelve days. The problem now
thoughts preparing for the meet this Saturday at Ohio
University with Eastern Michigan, Marshall and the host
Bobcats. Ohio is the defending MAC champion.
It looks like a challenging but promising season for the
Falcons as a team too, as the fans as well as the coach
watch the development of a young team with promising
potential. The first home match is January 16 and it might
be worth your while to get a first look at a "new" wrestling
team.

Black V blue icers limp home
By Fred. R. Ortllp
Assistant Sports Editor
When your team has the
achey, rundown, losing
feeling, it's usually somewhat
gratifying to know that the
teams knocking the stuffings
out of you are those who
outrank you in just about
everything from talent to
experience.
Case in point:
the BG
hockey Falcons (presently 49), are riding the crest of a
five game losing skein during
the past month, and are doing
it among some mighty fancy
company.
Just last weekend the shellshucked Falcons ventured to
Lansing, Mich., to tangle with
Michigan State where good
hockey is just second nature.
Accordingly, the Falcons
came away with consecutive
7-2 and 6-2 swampings.
On Saturday before 1,434
partisans, the Spartans
jumped out to a 5-0 lead after
two periods thanks mostly to
Randy Sokoll who pelted the
Falcon cage for four goals.
Although he got a couple of
what BG coach Jack Vivian
called "garbage" goals,
Sokoll was unmistakably a

big, strong player who handled himself and and the puck
extremely well.
"They just intimidated us."
noted Vivian who saw just
about what he expected in the
Michigan series. "We knew
they would be a great
challenge when we scheduled
them.
That's why we
scheduled them."
Gordie McCosh added a
couple of consolation goals for
the Falcons in the third period
but it was the case of too little
too late.
Then Sunday, the Falcons
got pinned again when the
Spartans exploded for four
goals in the third period to
break up a tight 2-1 contest
and win 6-2 before only 876
fans.
Again it was the depth and
experience that gave the
Spartans the edge in the final
stanza. "We were tired and
they sure took advantage of us
In the late going," explained
Vivian.
Here's a final wrap-up of
Falcon games since the end of
the fall quarter:
DEC. 4 - In the final home
game of 1970, the Falcons got
a big bit from seldom-used,
third string goalie Terry

Miskolczi, who in the first
game he dressed, merely
blanked the OSU Buckeyes 40. Miskolczi had the local fans
rubbing their eyes in
amazement with many
spectacular saves that gave
the Falcons their first shutout
of the season.
"The guy was hot in
practice," said Vivian, "so we
had to start him. He worked
himself into a starting job and
did a great job."
Bob Watson got his first
two goals of the season and
Jack Hoogeveen and Pete
Badour found the net once
each in a game that for some
two and a half periods was
materializing into a 1-0
thriller.
Three insurance
tallies in the third frame put
the icing on the cake. The
game was the Mideastern
Collegiate Hockey Assn.
opener for both squads.
DEC. 5 - In a return match
in Columbus the Buckeyes got
the revenge they were after by
cutting down BG by • 5-1
count. "We just couldn't put
the puck in the goal,"
lamented Vivian.
"For a
period and a half we played
one of our poorest games of
the year."

The Falcons outshot OSU three easy ones that kind of
by an outlandish 33-7 in the turned the tide on us," said
first two periods but all they Vivian.
"We played well
had to show for themselves enough to win."
was a 2-1 deficit on the
Lake Superior almost blew
scoreboard to make up.
a 4-1 lead in the third period
Then in the third period when Jack Hoogeveen and
goalie Miskolczi, who did little Gordie McCosh struck for
more than stand in front of his goals but it wasn't enough.
cage for the first 40 minutes,
DEC. 13 - In a return battle
made a wild stretch for a shot
and in the process pulled both the Falcons proved easy prey
hamstring muscles.
After for the tough LSSC squad in
that the roof caved in for the falling 7-2. Lake Superior
Falcons and the game turned expanded their 2-1 lead after
into a grudge match for the the first period to 5-2 after two t
Bucks who tallied three goals and coasted home with an
in the final round to win easily. easy win.
Lack of depth again
DEC. 12- SaultSte. Marie,
Mich., the Falcons ran into plagued the Falcons and Lake
another buzz saw in Lake Superior simply wore them
Superior State College. It was down to a frazzle as the game
another
case
of
the progressed. The defense, as
established Lake Superior the scores have indicated,
team working against the hasn't been up to par. "We're ■
young upstarts from BG and falling behind and it's hurting
the end result was a 4-3 victory our confidence," said Vivian.
for the hosts.
"It's very tough to play catchThis time the goaltending up especially away from your
proved to be the achilles heel home rink and especially
for BG when a rusty Paul against a team like Lake
Galaski, who hadn't seen Superior."
much action of late, let In
This weekend BG wiU
three soft shots that all but attempt to regroup to take on
broke up an otherwise good the number four rated club In
team effort.
the nation in Clarkson in a pair ' ,
"Whan Paul gave up those of matches at the Ice Arena.

